Borders and Boundaries


Parker, John, & Crona, Beatrice. (2012). On being all things to all people: Boundary organizations and the contemporary research university. Social Studies of Science, 42 (2), 262-289.


Definitions and Identity


Documenting & Bureaucracy in Organizations & Institutions


* with apologies to most of humanities (except for Foucault, history is absent), technology studies, psychology, environmental studies, and professional writing theory; my organizing strategy does not represent them well (and sometimes not at all). Because the topic is so vast, I underrepresented what we are most likely to know. I focused on sketching the less known, not on completing a portrait. Much needs to be added, much to be culled.


### Institutional Change


Fraser, Andrea. (2005, Sept). From the critique of institutions to an institution of critique. *Artforum*, 44 (1), 278ff.


### Institutional Logics


download at: [http://jmi.sagepub.com/content/early/2013/01/23/1056492612469057](http://jmi.sagepub.com/content/early/2013/01/23/1056492612469057)


### Museums


Fraser, Andrea. (2005, September). From the critique of institutions to an institution of critique. *Artforum*, 278-283.


Practice in Institutions/Organizations (including disaster or distress)

Rhetoric in Institutions/Organizations (not in humanities venues)

Working Tactics
Sibley
Sullivan and Porter
Discipline—Economics and others on New Institutionalism


Discipline—Education


Smeyers, Paul, Depaepe, Marc, & Keiner, Edwin (Eds.). (2013). Educational research: The importance and effects of institutional spaces. Springer. [online in library]


Discipline—Geography


---

**Discipline--Political Science (focus=Institutions & Political Theory)**


---

**Discipline-Rhetoric/Composition (focus=disciplinarity + titles = institution)**

[books on identity of English or English and Writing include: Ohmann; Graff; Berlin; Elbow; Miller, Textual Carnivals; Miller, Formation; North]


Discipline--Science and Technology Studies


Discipline--Sociology


Kopelosn, Karen. “Sp(l)i(t)ing Images; Or, Back to the Future of (Rhetoric and?) Composition.” *College Composition and Communication 59.4* (2008): 750-780.


Discipline—Technology (focus=infrastructure)


Kunievsky, Mike. (2010). Smart things: Ubiquitous computing user experience design. Amsterdam: Morgan Kaufmann.


Discipline—Architecture and Art Theory
